
Disclaimer

This research presentation is solely the responsibility of the author and should not be interpreted as 
reflecting the views of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve or any other person associated 
with the Federal Reserve System.

References to specific tools, programming languages, or datasets within this presentation are for 
illustrative purposes only and should not be taken as an endorsement or recommendation.

Any code snippets shown throughout the talk are for informational purposes and are presented 
without warranty. Users should review and test the code thoroughly before any reliance or 
implementation.

The images included in this presentation were generated using GenAI tools such as GPT and 
Midjourney, and are intended solely for illustrative purposes.
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This talk

• Not general advice on LLMs:
• See Anton Korinek’s 2023 JEL or Kevin Bryan @ Markus Academy 

for advice not specific to economics (brainstorming, proofreading, 
coding, etc.)

• Only about research, not policy

• Focus on data
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https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/jel.20231736
https://bcf.princeton.edu/events/kevin-bryan-on-chatgpt-a-research-tool-in-economics/


This talk

1. [Why]
LLMs can be used to generate novel data useful for 
research.

2. [How]
Barriers to entry appear high, but it’s actually quite simple!
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Act 1:
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Why?

A good empirical econ/finance paper needs:

1. An important question (= economics)
2. A clean identification strategy
3. A dataset where you can test #1 with #2
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Typical PhD student mistake:

• Writing an empirical paper with 
just Compustat or public Call 
Reports

• Problem: thousands of smart 
people have gone through that 
data before; what’s your edge?

• Testing a new theory? novel 
identification strategy? If not, 
uphill battle
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Alternative: get a novel dataset!

• Confidential or private datasets
• Historical datasets
• And nontraditional datasets

• Doesn’t solve requirements #1 
and #2, but allows us to ask 
better questions; use cleaner 
identification strategies
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Nontraditional datasets
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Nontraditional datasets
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Nontraditional datasets
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First insight: AI can be used to unlock data

• There is more nontraditional 
data than tabular data.

• Problem: it’s locked inside 
text, pictures, audio, etc.

• We can’t run OLS on text

• Solution: use LLMs to extract 
such data!
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Example 1: Large amounts of public data
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• 33 thousand comments!
• How do we make sense of them? 

Summarize them, classify them, 
etc.



Example 2: Extract historical data
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“The Debt-Inflation Channel of the German Hyperinflation”
(w/ Brunnermeier, Luck, Verner, Zimmermann)

(Many lines later…)



Example 3: Create historical data
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• Create quantifiable measures of 
real investment

• Not just extract preexisting ones



Example 4: Merge datasets
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“Failing Banks”
(w/ Luck, Verner)

• We often need to match 
observations across multiple 
datasets

• But IDs might not match!
• “Wheeling NB”
• “Wheeling, N. of W. Va.”
• “NB of West Virginia at Wheeling”
• “Wheeling NB of WV”

• Soln.: fuzzy matching LLMs



Second insight: AI works at scale

• A good intern can do anything that an LLM can do

• But with AI we can do so at scale

• What headcount would an academic researcher need to:
• Search 40,000 pages of old, hard-to-read German
• Go through 10,000 PDFs to extract information

• Now imagine as a PhD student!
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Act 2:

Google Colab demo at:
http://scorreia.com/llm 
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http://scorreia.com/llm


Background - Tokenization

• To process text, images, audio, etc., we must first convert them 
into numeric vectors (of varying length)

• At its most trivial, tokenization is:
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Input text:

Tokenized 
text:

Integer 
representation

Background - Tokenization
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https://platform.openai.com/tokenizer


Input text:

Tokenized 
text:

Integer 
representation

Background - Tokenization
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Problem: Varying length; based on characters and not a deeper meaning

https://platform.openai.com/tokenizer


Background - Embeddings

• Low-dimensional semantic representations of tokens
• Embedding space = Latent space (think PCA) encoding an 

underlying meaning
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Background - Embeddings

Even without LLMs, embeddings  can do many things!

• Linear algebra:
• Add, subtract, average them (word2vec’s “king+woman-man = queen”)
• Compute distances across texts (cosine similarity)

• Classification:
• PCA, k-means clustering, t-SNE, UMAP

• Econometrics:
• Use embeddings directly as RHS variables in lasso, elastic nets, random forests, 

etc. (Amazon review scores, stock returns around earning calls)
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https://awesome-movies.life/


(Live demo)
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Background – LLMs and GPTs

• Extremely sophisticated version of the auto-predict feature of 
messaging and email apps

• GPT4 has 1.8 trillion parameters across 120 layers
• Trained on 13 trillion tokens (~syllables) including books, papers, 

movie subtitles, etc.
• Llama 2 has 70 billion parameters and was trained on 2 trillion tokens

• But have a crucial limitation…
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Problem: LLMs don’t know your data
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Prompt



Solution: add context to the LLM

Prompt: =    Answer
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+ Context



Caveat: context should be small

Input:

Output:
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(Live demo)
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Putting it all together:
Retrieval-Augmented Generation (RAG)

1. Read documents and split them into chunks
2. Build chunk embeddings
3. Given a search query, build the query embedding
4. Select chunks closest to query in embedding space
5. Build prompt that includes selected chunks

(Beware: for research projects, frameworks are not as useful as 
expected, and could even be detrimental)
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Act 3:
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Trivial RAGs are easy; good RAGs are hard
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Trivial RAGs are easy; good RAGs are hard

RAG pipelines can get quite complex

1. PDF parsers
2. Chunking strategies (fixed-size vs semantic)
3. Choice of embedder; choice of vector database
4. Search method (approximate kNN), metadata filtering; reranking
5. Optimal number of chunks and context window
6. Prompt engineering; temperature
7. Etc. etc. etc.
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New things often break
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Shiny tools cost (a little) money
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Can we trust our results?

• Should probably build some 
ground truth

• And test against it
• But don’t over fit!

• How to ensure reproducibility
• Random seeds?

• How to limit hallucinations
• Lower “model temperature”?
• Use multiple independent 

models?
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Summary

1. LLMs allow us to unlock data for research

2. Could be done before, but at a great cost

• Bold claim: These tools democratize access to these data
• Don’t need an army of interns or substantial research funds
• Still need humans for validation though!

3. Python + LLMs = Incredibly powerful combo
• No need to be a professional coder or Python expert
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Thank you!
• Colab link:

• http://scorreia.com/llm

• Further reading:
• Andrej Karpathy’s brilliant course: https://karpathy.ai/zero-

to-hero.html
• Broader course by fast.ai https://course.fast.ai/ 
• Ethan Mollick’s guides to prompting: 

https://www.oneusefulthing.org/p/working-with-ai-two-
paths-to-prompting 

• Simon Willinson’s “Embeddings: what they are and why 
they matter” 
https://simonwillison.net/2023/Oct/23/embeddings/ 
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http://scorreia.com/llm
https://karpathy.ai/zero-to-hero.html
https://karpathy.ai/zero-to-hero.html
https://course.fast.ai/
https://www.oneusefulthing.org/p/working-with-ai-two-paths-to-prompting
https://www.oneusefulthing.org/p/working-with-ai-two-paths-to-prompting
https://simonwillison.net/2023/Oct/23/embeddings/
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